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ABSTRACT. The main purpose of the paper is to give an answer to the following question: why has the interest in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) literally exploded in the relatively few recent years?

After a brief presentation of the different approaches to CSR the paper introduces Malone’s interesting contribution, trying to show how important it is nowadays to put human values at the centre of business and to promote a “market of human values”.

Starting from this point of view, and basically using Bell’s classical framework concerning post-industrial society, the paper tries to demonstrate that the growing interest in CSR is a very relevant symptom of the “existential malaise” with intrinsic features of post-industrial economy and society. In the social-economic context we are living in, we think the key to understanding the great unsatisfied request for Business Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility, should be found in the change of the values system, also from a professional point of view, we are going through. This certainly is fed by – and at the same time feeds – the techno-economical transformations focused on intellectual capital, information technologies and service economy. It is this system of “post-modern” values (individualism, “short-termism”, search for immediate gratification, “consumer’s” supremacy on “producer”, economic and professional life as a game between persons, totally pervasive post-industrial version of the old “homo homini lupus”, and so on), which is creating an increasing existential malaise to which we would believe to answer – also – with a greater Business and Corporate Social Responsibility.

State of art of Corporate Social Responsibility debate: a synthesis

The interest in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in the last few years has literally exploded. Which are the reasons of this growing interest? We will try to give a possible answer. According to Gallino (2005), this is – in spite of all appearances – a negative sign with respect to the current situation. In other words, nowadays, people talk (and write) so much about CSR because today there is very little of it, certainly less if compared to some decades ago.

Moreover, in the general scepticism (or realism?) currently pervading the world, probably most authors and commentators highlight an improper use of CSR, namely a purely instrumental one, able only to result in an effective tag that makes a corporation differ – in some ways – from the others on the marketplace in achieving a better income.

In the definition, and in the study, of Corporate Social Responsibility, currently two different approaches coexist.

The first one defines a corporation as “socially responsible” when – firstly and above all – it implements a series of “socially responsible” specific actions in a given and historically determined context. The content of these actions, that is the conventional identification of their responsible behaviours, has been modified during the years (and it also differs from place to place).

It is clear that corporations adopting the very same behaviours, which are considered socially responsible by stakeholders and society, do not necessarily have the same meaning, as they are not based upon the same motivations, do not respond to equal scheme of incentives, do not maintain the same relationship with the mission of the corporation.

As a consequence, another useful approach to study CSR should be taken into account. According to this second approach, two different visions of the CSR exist:
• in the first case CSR is seen – only – as a competitive instrument (means) for the corporation;
• in the second one, CSR is seen – also – as an aim used both by the corporation and the State to achieve a model for development (of economy and society) which cannot be obtained through the pure competition of the profit-oriented corporations on the marketplace.

Considering this view, for those questioning on the reasons and aims that pave the way for a corporation to be
“socially responsible”, and on the *intentions* driving a “social responsible” corporation, to debate about CSR and its foundations means to discuss about the nature and the objective of the “corporation as institution” (or, better, on the different institutional forms of corporation) within the economic system. In other words, the definition of social responsibility does not only regard responsible actions, but their deep and intrinsic relationship with the aim of the corporation itself and the context where it acts.

However, defining the aims of the corporation and consequently its institutional configurations and how they relate to the context of a corporation (particularly considering the stakeholders on the whole) is nonetheless a consequence of historically determined socio-cultural processes. A corporation’s culture is therefore always embedded in its social and historical context.

Obviously, the organizational culture will depend on the institutional features: however, it is clear that corporations with equal institutional features may have different *values* which influence their behaviour and the criteria of its evaluation.

*Corporate Social Responsibility as a means or also as an aim?*

In its essence, the discussion may be focused on the following dilemma: CSR is only a **means** or also an **aim** for the corporation? Considering the question in these terms, the ethical dimension of the topic comes out, if one thinks, as an analogy, to the famous saying by Immanuel Kant according to which human beings cannot be considered (only) as means but (also) as aims.

Adopting the first perspective (**CSR only as a means**) and according to the well-known Friedman’s theory, CSR is conceived as a way to both increasing profits and establishing an effective position on the marketplace. In fact, Friedman, in a famous article written in 1970, asserted that “*Business Social Responsibility is to increase profits*”, obviously following the law and the “game rules”.

His main statement was that stakeholders, employees and customers of a corporation should decide on their own which social (or other) causes to support with their money and, as a consequence, the corporation should not take these decisions for them.

Naturally, Friedman declares that corporations should abstain from what is not legal. Occasionally, good actions could help to earn more money: for instance, treating well employees could mean attracting new talented people, just as philanthropy could result in a better treatment by public authorities, or asserting that products do not pollute could contribute to increase sales. But, acting in this way only because it is good or correct is not a sufficient reason.

Surely, it is immediately evident that CSR policy, if only animated by such an instrumental perspective, will result too occasional and unstable to be credible (and to produce long term effects).

Above all, even without radically rejecting this first approach (that is, considering CSR also as a means), we should highlight its limits. As we will discuss later while introducing Malone’s position, a mature concept of CSR should necessarily take into account new phenomena of post-industrial society, the growth of complex forms of social aggregation based upon cultural identity, the pursuit of quality of life as an aim not only related to increasing incomes: all these aspects favour a dimension of rationality which is not only instrumental but also “expressive”.

The second perspective, considering **CSR also an aim**, is harder to explain in a few words.

In this case, we will later present the position illustrated by Malone. From a theoretical viewpoint, for the purpose of this synthetic exposition, we can refer to the set up described in Italy by Lorenzo Sacconi.iii Sacconi (2004) defines CSR as “*a model of enlarged corporation governance, according to which who governs the corporation has responsibilities concerning the observance of trust duties regarding both property and in general the stakeholders on the whole*”. In Sacconi’s opinion, the corporation is an institutional solution to a problem of coordination and cooperation among multiple interests. It is, in fact, an artificial construction whose purpose is intermediate and not final, or rather it is a means that takes to the solution of a coordination problem for the stakeholders’ interests (and hence the goals).

Obviously – integrating even other viewpoints in this theory (as, for example, Zamagni doesiv) – the interests are not only strictly economical (and the products purely economical), but also “symbolical”vi, “relational”vii, and so on.
Putting human values at the centre of the corporation: Malone’s proposal

In his book *The future of work*, Malone (2004) discusses – also – ethics and CSR in an apparently very pragmatic manner, in that his proposal to put human values at the centre of the corporate activity seems the logical “objective” conclusion of a current evolution in post-industrial economy and society, and a “rational” choice taken by the corporation. Really, the ethical choice undergoing this proposal, although implicit, is clearly evident.

Malone does not add anything from the theoretical viewpoint to Friedman’s theory (explicitly mentioned) and to those theories derived, more or less, from the transaction costs theory. Instead, he helps to establish a bridge between the two aforementioned perspectives, and consequently to unify them, seeing the first perspective as an application of the second one, and to explicit the exchange organizational forms (markets included), in particular making the ICT role determinant in the implementation of the human values oriented approach.

The way Malone shows the importance of values in the “new contemporarily” corporate life can seem surprising.

He introduces the topic using his MIT Leadership course experience. Practically, he helps his students to evaluate what is really important for them. He takes them in a place where they can stay alone for a while, to concentrate on the following thought.

Imagine being at the end of your life, with just a few hours left. What would you like your best friends and family to say or think about you? What would you like to have achieved in your life?

The purpose of this exercise is to create the conditions for a statement of one’s own “personal mission”: a description of the most important goals one would fight for during one’s life.

Often, we discover we waste our days on details which are of no importance at all. And that the really important aspects are continually ignored, forgotten or postponed. Many people state, for instance, that money and professional achievement, in the end, will be less important, while other things – such as family, friends, spiritual life and trying to improve the world – will be more important.

Why are values important?

In Malone’s opinion, if we went towards an economic system where everyone were required to be “entrepreneur of himself”, and therefore, if we were asked to make many more decisions in our professional life, we would also think about values to be taken into consideration while deciding. If we do not deeply think to what is really important for us, it will be very easy being distracted because of not important things. Indeed, in creating a corporation inspiring authentic loyalty and care towards its employees, customers and other shareholders, the focus should be more on their human values instead of strictly economical ones.

It is true – Malone admits – that money is the main thing asked of a corporation. However, people decide to work for one corporation rather than another because they feel realized, because they prefer working with interesting people, they may like travelling or spending more time with their family and so on. In explaining this concept, Malone inevitably considers Maslow’s (1970) work: once basic needs are satisfied (food and shelter), then, other aspects become more important: relationships, different personal fulfilment, giving a sense to life. Now, it is understandable that employees, customers, suppliers and even investors will progressively move to corporations offering something they perceive as an added value, beyond the strictly economic one. Malone also remarks (and he is not the only one) that corporations will compete on the basis of their ability in delivering sense and meanings.

All these considerations, or perspectives, seem to be in contradiction with other evident statements. As Malone recognized, in the last decades (especially in the United States), the main view is that the only and legitimate purpose of a corporation is to make money for its shareholders.

Friedman’s argumentation is based on the fact that a manager works for the owners of the corporation itself. And he states that big (quoted on the Stock Exchange) corporation owners’ desires are to earn as much money as possible, in accordance with the basic rules of society. In Friedman’s reasoning, there could be some explicit
exceptions, related to the case of corporations with a single owner or established for other purposes rather than profit (e.g. schools and hospitals).

But in this case, Malone tries to use Friedman against Friedman, that is to take Friedman’s reasoning to its ultimate consequences in order to go beyond Friedman himself, and then to unify, under the same logic, both the profit-oriented and the human values-oriented perspectives (and so, CSR only as a means with CSR also as an aim).

Malone, in fact, shows how Friedman did not assert corporations should act only for the sake of their owners’ economical interests, but rather they must serve their owners’ wishes, whatever they are. And so, who are – in the end – the corporation owners? And what do they want? People are, obviously, the owners. And people have lots of wishes, some are economical and some are not. Why shouldn’t people – Malone wonders – take into account their non-economic values to decide how to invest their money, as it happens in various aspects of their life?

Therefore, if it is correct that corporations also have targets which are not strictly economical, then, who selects what is to be aimed at? Investor-owners are not the only ones whose acceptance is necessary to have a successful corporation. All other interested people, including employees, customers and suppliers, choose (or should choose…) – voluntarily – to work for it. Society, that has to allow a corporation to exist and function as a corporation, is also included.

A “market of values”

All these entities often have different standpoints regarding which should be the purposes of the corporation. Therefore, who has to decide?

Malone does not state specific theoretical reference models, but it is not difficult to recognize the logic inspiring the transaction costs theory. In the end, Malone remarks that the aforementioned decision is nothing else but any other corporation decision. Any decisional model could be used. And one of the most interesting possibilities is the market, specifically, a “market of values”. Just as in any other market, in a market of values decisions are taken through a reciprocal agreement among directly involved people. We, in fact, could negotiate to aim at any class of values we consider important for us. We will have success only if we can find people who agree with our scale of values. Those sharing our values will tend to work with us, sign contracts with us, buy our products or invest in our corporation.

As a matter of fact – Malone makes us notice – now we already have this market of values. Not-economic values already play an important role when people make economic decisions.

Despite their limitations, markets show interesting features about value judgements. As individuals, we can directly express our values choosing what to buy, where to work and how to invest our money. Corporations can compete for customers, employees and investors, not only on the basis of products, but even on the basis of the values they “embody”. All have – at least potentially – the possibility to choose people and corporations they want to interact with, and nobody is tied up to decisions he does not agree with.

The result of all this reciprocal agreements is that market permanently varies the resources according to the values of people participating in it.

Obviously, this vision of a market of values can be criticized as too simplistic, or – at the same time – utopian, but it is a perspective that can be better explored.

Transparency and the role of Information and Communication Technologies

Malone correctly underlines the risks of opportunism that the perspective of a market of values introduces. As a growing number of corporations try to achieve not strictly economical targets, as previously mentioned, one of the most evident perils will be that some people will try to exploit others’ “good intentions”. By the way, in the entrepreneurial environment, people cynically manipulating other people to reach their own goals have always existed.

Therefore, if we want the previously mentioned process to function correctly, ethical codes are not enough. We’d rather need other things. We need the process to be transparent. People should take decisions on values based on adequate information. Transparency implies that a great amount of precise and reliable information must be
communicated to many people. Fortunately, by Malone’s point of view, the new Information and Communication Technologies have potentially made this type of transparency economic and easy at a level never seen before.

As a matter of fact, most of our decisions about values (above all when we play the role of consumers), rely on very limited information.

It is clear that choices would be made considerably easier if there were systematic – and impartial – methods to evaluate corporations according to the values which are important to us. As this type of information became standardized and spread at all levels, people could use it to make their own decisions on where to invest, with whom to work and what to buy.

Making information exchange much easier, new Information and Communication Technologies as the Internet give us the opportunity to meet other people and corporations sharing our values, and consequently, make it easier to find what people and corporations really do and, ultimately, how their behaviours reflect their declared values. Information technologies can help markets to be transparent and efficient not only in the achievement of economical purposes – as we well know – but also of not-economic (or not immediately economic) ones.

The reasons for the great interest in Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility

Now, let us move on to the question we are trying to answer: why has the interest in Corporate Social Responsibility literally exploded in the last few years?

The answers are different, often complementary. Here, we are going to illustrate one of them. Even when considering Malone’s approach, previously illustrated, here we would privilege cultural values.

The “existential malaise” of post-industrial society

Bell (1973) shows that what “governs” economy is not the price system but the cultural value system where the economy is situated. The price system is only a mechanism to relatively attribute goods and services within the generated types of demand panel.

Now, according to Bell (1979), in the contemporary society, that he, among the formers, called “post-industrial” (while others call “post-modern”) we are living in these decades a deep transformation in the values system. Post-industrial society brings with it a decline of those values that were, in Weber’s (1905) reasoning, at the basis of the development of capitalism: parsimony and frugality, ethics of labour and auto-discipline, and deferment of gratification. We shift from an ethics of labour to an ethics of consumption, based on hedonism and immediate gratification of needs. There won’t be class conflicts any more, but particular conflicts in which each group tries to have a bigger share of the cake. Consumption is promoted instead of production; the individual wellness is privileged instead of the collective one.

In order to understand the present changes in the system of values (and its related ethical principles), determined by (and even cause of) the advent of the so called “post-industrial” society, we need to understand what there was before this society (and what is around elsewhere, because surely not the whole world is living in this post-industrial society and economy).

Adopting the famous terminology used by Bell, there was in the past a pre-industrial, agricultural, society and hence an economy, and there is still in wide areas of the world. Then, in some areas, the industrial society has been created. Now, particularly in some economically developed Countries, the “post-industrial” society is growing; other authors, and the same Bell (1980) began to refer to it as “information society”, or also as “service society”.

The agricultural society

The main characteristic of the agricultural society (of farmers and shepherds) is that the “axial principle” – in Bell’s terminology – was the relationship with land (and more in general, with nature), which was practically the only source of subsistence.

As the main feature of the pre-industrial societies, Bell considers the conception of life as a “game against nature”, that man would tame, control, dominate, and enslave, but which in those societies has always been stronger than him. In pre-industrial societies, the meaning of the world was conditioned by the dependence on
natural elements: seasons, soil quality, quantity of water, and so on. Certainly then, and perhaps even today, both the farmer and the shepherd are fully aware that life and death of his crops and herds depend only a little on him, and much more on “nature” and on the “mysterious” forces governing it, despite whatever he can do.

Ethics in pre-industrial societies can be referred to as the “ethics of nature”: “a ethics of nature is found widespread in the history of all cultures and civilizations. In the feeling man has always had of the world around him for millennia, nature has always been seen as a divine reality, on which man knows he depends because it determines rhythm of his being and it fixes his having to be (…). Man does not invent the rules of his acting but he finds them in the study of nature, which is the epiphany of the divine or God’s creation”

The ambivalent relationship between man and nature mirrored that one between man and the divine: fear and fascination (“of the holy” as Rudolf Otto, 1917, asserted). Fear, a great fear towards something great, powerful and at the same time unknown, or rather never perfectly unknown, always “other”, which, above all, could be hostile. And fascination, a great fascination, towards greatness, fertility and power of goodness, a power to which we owe, directly or indirectly, our own life, the unquestionable beauty of nature which seems to transcend everything and therefore quite “naturally” generates the feeling of the divine.

The agricultural society was not the first form of human society, because it was preceded by that of hunters and gatherers. It is evident that for those ones there was a strong feeling of dependence on the “other”, on “forces”, “entities” regulating and governing animals’ and plants’ life, on which their own survival depended. It can be stated that as soon as man became man, he was aware of his finiteness, of his impotence, beside the growing abilities, techniques and instruments for hunting and food searching.

In such a clear and intimate perception of the daily dependence of our own and others’ life on transcendent forces, the ethical feeling (that is, the idea of what is good and what is evil), and above all, the bases of the rules of a good living together (that means, rights and laws), could only be explicitly referred to God, to God’s “commandments”, to “traditions” which, ultimately, are of divine inspiration. Even without citing the famous examples of “Law” in Judaism and of Islamic law derived from Koran, we could think about the first code of history: the Hammurabi’s code of declared divine inspiration.

The industrial society

In the industrial society, based on the extensive use of science and technology, the perception of the divine is almost totally ruled out due to the crisis in the sense of the divine, leaving place to the consequent birth of a “secular” ethics.

The roots of modern “atheism” have been individuated in Enlightenment and Scientism of the 1700s-1800s, which are simultaneously cause and effect of industrialism. In that period, an ethics perceived “as God did not exist” lead to a public ethics that consented pacific and tolerant living together among “different” people, confining religion to the private sphere whenever still existing.

But it was machinism, industrialism, which popularized and extended these ideas and values to the wider masses of the population; otherwise, perhaps, those ideas would have been limited to an elite of scientists and philosophers. “Machines” and their “products” were visibly fruits of man’s hands (and intelligence).

Industrial society is, by definition, a result of the “artificial” world of machines and their products, using the term in its etymological meaning of “artefacts”, that is, done by will and with precise purposes. Even political and economical institutions have become and now are social “artefacts”, made by man’s will for his purposes.

This artificial world continued to grow until it substituted or heavily re-dimensioned and enslaved the “natural” one. After mechanical and chemical engineering, biological and genetic “engineering” have been created. In industrial society the fight of man against nature, if not completely won by man, is surely reversed in the balance of forces on man’s advantage.

It would seem evident that to a large extent our living conditions (work, home, even health, and so on) depend above all on the human society we live in. In a wider perspective it relies, if not on the single, on the different economical and political systems, and, in the end, on the whole mankind, and on individual and collective deliberate actions: our life depends on us. Nature (not “artificial”) plays a more residual role.

According to Bell, the “project” of the industrial society is a “game against fabricated nature”, which is centred on man-machine relationships and uses energy to transform natural environment into technological
environment. It is worth noting how – again in Bell’s opinion – industrial society is a hierarchical and bureaucratic organizational world, where even men are considered “things”, given that it is easier to coordinate things than men. To sum up, even men are “transformed” into “machines”! We firmly believe nobody has ever illustrated this concept better Charlie Chaplin in “Modern Times”, when he interpreted Charlot being swept away by the assembly chain where he was dully working.

The system of values (the “axial principle”) of industrial society is centred on the “desirability” of economic growth; as part of it, cultural values of western society, especially American, consist in the increase of private consumption of economic goods.

We should call the ethics of industrial society (of “modernity” as many philosophers and sociologists say) as “ethics of the project”. It assumes “nature” as a constraint and a necessity to be taken into account, but not as something transcendent, not as “ineluctable destiny”, but as a material to shape. “Nature” is the collection of cosmic and social situations, within man is situated and which he should take into account. But to the modern man “taking into account” no longer means acknowledging in his exterior reality the signs of an order to be followed (as the “antique” nature); it now means to be enslaved to his own projects, to be transformed according to his own specific intentions.

“The relevant issue of this behaviour is technology: according to it there is no more “nature” but a world as a tank of raw materials and, at the same time, as a system of mathematical formulas. Knowing these formulas in depth, homo technologicus seemed to be able to elaborate materials to extract previously unforeseen possibilities. Now, the ethics of the project is the extension of this technological behaviour to the whole reality: not only biological but also social, psychical, cultural human reality. Not only can man become homo faber towards the exterior world but also towards himself: the productive principle of moral action is human freedom with no other measure than itself. Certainly, it finds limits in conditioning, in social conventions, in institutions, but they are limits of fact, not of principle: neither values nor rules from which freedom could feel constrained and guided; because freedom itself dictates – with its own project of existence – the rules to which it should conform.

*The post-industrial society*

Some years ago, Bell (1973) in particular elaborated the concept of post-industrial society which parts of mankind have already reached (considering especially capitalist Western Countries).

Perhaps, the more synthetic way to present post-industrial society is the following one.

For some aspects, post-industrial society heavily emphasizes the features of industrial society (some refer to hyper-industrial society): on the one hand, extreme competitive specialization among corporations and Countries, all linked in a global market (“globalization”), on the other hand, expansion of services (tertiary) to corporations and run markets. Post-industrial society will be, above all, a society centred on tertiary and services.

The true post-industrial society – in Bell’s reasoning – would show also some qualitatively new characteristics:

- “strategic” resources do not consist in raw materials, machines, energy or financial capital, but in knowledge (obviously applied to economical and social development), so human resources and their training are determinant;
- “strategic” technologies are no more mechanical, electrical, or chemical, but those concerning information and communication (and recycling, to grant eco-sustainable development);
- consumption is not mainly material (food, houses, cars, household appliances, etc.), instead, and above all, “immaterial” (information, culture, healthcare, entertainment, etc.).

In this context, we could wonder which destiny ethics could have. According to some, rather many, a great demand of ethics is arising (or re-arising). In fact, as never before, we continuously talk about bio-ethics, business ethics, environmental ethics, public ethics, etc. A (new) feeling of the divine (the often cited examples, a little bit pathological perhaps, are the New Age, exotericism, sects) is arising too. The same geo-political theory on the “clash of civilizations” that, after September 11, 2001 is achieving great success, in reality, classifies civilizations in a mainly religious key. The importance of politically neo-conservative religious movements in the last American presidential elections has been too much emphasized not to be mentioned here.

Currently, we have to understand not much the features of this new demand for ethics, for this new ethics, but
rather the reasons and the needs it answers.

“Dissatisfaction” is the keyword often used. The industrial society, with all its infinite “objects”, with all its money that allows those (who can) to buy infinite “objects”, does not satisfy at all those who can buy more and more. People have almost everything and they are not happy!

To sum up, man was convinced that, since it had been made to measure for himself, his artificial world could satisfy him without being enslaved by fear and fascination of “nature”, escaping out of his control, mother and stepmother, and of a “transcendent” totally other; he was convinced he could refer about his behaviour only to himself, but it was not so and it is not so.

First of all, constitutive limits of industrial society are emerging with growing evidence. Not only is the production of infinite goods to satisfy those allegedly infinite “needs” revealing to be a perverse spiral which is taking nowhere, perhaps not even satisfying material needs of existing mankind, more than 6 billion of people. It is debatable, but there is certainly some true in the issues regarding “limits of (material) growth”

Also, the technical mastering of nature is reaching the point to be itself counter-producing because, to tell the truth, it is not under control anymore. In other words, we are getting to a paradox (from the old DDT to the new transgenic plants) that knowledge of nature permitted to implement interventions on it whose effects are not fully known. Even in this case, there is the risk of starting a perverse spiral where the benefits of dominating nature will be completely overcome by “misdeeds”, in a cost-benefit balance unknown, casual and chaotic in the long term.

But even the most “normal” people have been affected now by the negative side of industrial society: all kinds of pollution, unsustainable traffic, chaotic urbanization, stress, new diseases, rising of poverty thresholds, breakdown in social relationships, and more. The ecology movement itself, typical sign of the crisis in the industrial society, has rightly reported that money and objects, in the end, “cannot be eaten”! Without talking about the increasing divide among north and south, among the rich and the poor.

Then, what is the origin of today’s dissatisfaction and of the increasing demand for ethics? And, in particular, of the demand for business ethics and corporate social responsibility?

Bell, more than once cited as prophet of the post-industrial era, proposes the “Game between persons” as the substantial feature of post-industrial society.

It is evident that in the society of “services”, the daily counterpart – especially in professional life – is neither nature nor a machine, but more and more other people. And it is evident that if the competition is not between who has more land or money but among those having more “knowledge” (to make a career, to invent and win in new business), then knowledge will be privatized, information and knowledge will be robbed, disinformation or manipulation of the information will be done in order to conquest “customers” (and “voters”, as we well know). Then, the “enemy” (sometimes ally, it does not matter so much), is no more nature or the machine to which people are enslaved or want to dominate, but… the colleague-rival, the competitor, the customer, the supplier,… the voter!

In the relationship with natural or artificial things, we hardly are existentially involved. On the contrary, the fight against nature or machines has often stimulated incredible solidarity among men (as we have seen in natural calamities or accidents). In human relationships, instead, we touch the essence of our humanity.

How can we conceive a society where, even more than in the industrial one, all is competition among people and groups, where we learn since childhood, on our mother’s knees, that our interpersonal relationships are above all instrumental, that we either serve or use others, where the problem is to decide either to cooperate and make alliances or to compete and try to “make war” to others (in economy, politics, sport, TV games and so on, till the conquest of the sexual partner…) Truly, the so conceived post-industrial economy and society would be the maximum point of dehumanization to which hardly we will existentially survive in a long term.

Summarizing, the essence of existential dissatisfaction in post-industrial society and economy will be not so much the fact that objects, in the long term, do not satisfy our basic and existential needs, but rather the fact that we cannot conceive all our lives consisting mainly of instrumental and competitive human relationships (the Game between persons, explained by Bell), where each person is potentially a competitor, a rival, and, however, a “means”, where any relationship is only Me-It (Ich-Es, to cite Buber, 1984). Despite living in a highly urbanized society, in a frenzy of infinite interactions with other people, directly or using ever more powerful communications, we would be (and actually we are) often alone, or closed into few familiar relationships.

Instead, we need, we dream about a society based on solidarity, a society where the relationships are mainly
based on friendship, affection… love, where we feed ourself by living Me and You relationships, or “I and Thou” (Ich und Du) in Buber’s terminology, according to whom “in contact with any You we catch a breath of eternal life”!

To (not) conclude

Having seen a necessarily synthetic analysis of the social-economic context we are living in, which is rightly seen as a turbulent transition from a “modern” industrial society to a post-industrial, (or “post-modern” or also “Information”) society, we think the key to understanding the great unsatisfied request for Business Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility, and more in general, for ethics, should be found in the change of the values system we are going through. This certainly is fed by – and at the same time feeds – the techno-economical transformations focused on intellectual capital, information technologies and service economy. It is this system of “post-modern” values (individualism, “short-termism”, search for immediate gratification, “consumer’s” supremacy on “producer”, economic life as a game between persons, totally pervasive post-industrial version of the old “homo homini lupus”, and so on), which is creating an increasing existential malaise – especially in professional life – to which we would believe to answer – also – with a greater Business and Corporate Social Responsibility.

Notes

i A simple research (in Sept. 2006) in the Internet on “Corporate Social Responsibility”, Google research reports the presence of 7,760,000 pages (4,900,000 in March 2006). At the same time, inserting “Business Ethics”, Google provides 7,940,000 pages (4,360,000 in March 2006!), or - taking into account the less weight in the Internet of the other idioms, e.g.: Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, and French - the result does not heavily change. For instance, considering the Spanish expressions “Responsabilidad Social Corporativa” or “Etica Empresarial”, the pages are more than 1,500,000.

ii The two approaches are well highlighted by Viviani’s work: “Corporate Social Responsibility: Some Methodological Considerations”, 2nd Phd Conference on Economics, Pavia, 2004, whose scheme will be used here.

iii Sacconi is one of the main scholar of CSR in Italy. His theory can be seen in Sacconi’s work “Responsabilità Sociale come Governance allargata d'impresa: un’interpretazione basata sulla teoria del contratto sociale e della reputazione” (i.e. “Social Responsibility as enlarged corporate Governance: an interpretation based on the theory of social contract and reputation”), in Rusconi, Dorigatti eds, La responsabilità sociale d’impresa, F.Angeli, Milan, 2004. Actually, it refers to the transaction costs theory.

iv Zamagni is another obliged reference for those who study CSR in Italy. His contributions are numerous in the CSR field, one for all: “La responsabilità sociale dell’impresa: presupposti etici e risultati economici” (i.e. “Corporate Social Responsibility: ethical presuppositions and economical results”), Il Ponte, 11, 2003. Important even his last book, written together with Bruni entitled Economia civile, efficienza, equità, felicità pubblica (i.e. “Civil economy, efficiency, equity, and public happiness”), Il Mulino, Bologna, 2004.

v How many corporations (even producing foods and beverages!), nowadays, sell no more “goods” but “ways of life”?

vi In Rusconi, Dorigatti, 2004, Zamagni writes: “Consider the normal employment relationship between the corporation and the employee. It can assume the features of a “social exchange” or a “market exchange”. Immateriel elements (as trust, loyalty, honesty, work reliability) take part in the social exchange. These elements are not verifiable and so not enclosable in a contract. However, for a corporation, the type of employment relationship installed with the employee, makes great differences in terms of economic performance. Now, it is evident that a worker will accept to enter a “social exchange” only if his counterpart, that is the corporation, will appear as a moral subject, a subject that is able to demonstrate to give back, practically, values as trust, loyalty, honesty, work reliability and so on”. Values, we add, that can be perceived and exchanged because they are good by themselves, and not only because instrumental to the mentioned economical performance, and therefore, also as aims and not only as means, even because, if “reduced” solely to means – before or after – they will… disappear!

vii We perfectly know that such practices take back to the millennium spiritual human experience, and that nowadays risk to be banally “divulged” for multiple purposes. Evaluated in their seriousness, they can re-conducted, for example, to the search for the “authentic life” prospected by Heidegger in Being and Time. Starting from the assumption that human existence is, in its constitution, ontologically “project” (“situated”), “possibility”, human life can be authentic or unauthentic according
to the fact that the man substantially will live “losing” himself in the common opinions, in the ideas he breathed in the social
environment where he lives, or otherwise projecting, taking part, choosing himself on the basis of “his own possibility”. Now,
we should know that the only authentic human being’s “unconditioned and insuperable possibility” is… death. Well, the
conscious assumption that his own death as his “more proper” possibility does not mean “to think of death” in the sense of
taking account that we will die, but considering all the other possibilities as “pure” possibilities, none of them definite or
necessary. Man’s awareness of “being for death”, according to Heidegger, hence is deeply releasing for the human being.
Heidegger writes: “the anticipating being free for his proper death liberates from the dispersion of possibilities that casually
cross, in a way that the effective possibilities, those situated before the one insuperable (the death), can be authentically
understood and chosen” (Being and Time - Essere e Tempo, 1971, page 135, Italian version).

Naturally, markets pose economic restrictions to decisions on values. As an example, people can not indefinitely work
for a corporation sharing his values, provided it makes profit or disposes of other sources. Hence, profit, if not a target, it
becomes at least a means. And, in addition, it is true that who has more economic resources, is generally more influent on the
market than who has less. Nevertheless - Malone affirms - the different decisional power is not exclusive of the market. In a
political environment, even in democratic Nations, opinion leaders and who controls media have more influence than simple
electors.

Malone cites as paradigmatic – in this sense – example, already existing, where the use of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) were exploited to increase the transparency, a web site named IdealsWork (www.idealswork.com) that helps consumers to compare social and environmental aspects of thousands of products with
respect to their own personal values.

This is primarily and effectively due to third-party’s help: Non-Governmental Organizations, Trade Unions, consumers’
associations, public entities and so on.

It is a Rizzi’s definition (1992).

Rizzi (1992), page 29.

York, 1996, but, also, as alternative viewpoint, Roberto Kozulj, ¿Choque de Civilizaciones o Crisis de la Civilización
Global?, Miño y Davila, Buenos Aires, 2005

See for example D.H. Meadows, D.L. Meadows, J. Randers, W.W. Behrens, The Limits to Growth, University Books,
New York, 1972 (updated in 2004)

I-ch-Es is a relationship that stresses the mutual, holistic existence of two beings. It is a concrete encounter, because
these beings meet one another in their authentic existence, without any qualification or objectification of one another. The
I-ch-Es relationship is nearly the opposite of I-ch-Du. Whereas in I-ch-Du the two beings encounter one another, in an I-ch-Es
relationship the beings do not actually meet. Instead, the “I” confronts and qualifies an idea, or conceptualization, of the being
in its presence and treats that being as an object.
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